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Band: Fallen Angels (USA) 

Genre: Thrash Metal 

Label: Cyberdyne Records 

Albumtitle: World In Decay 

Duration: 42:57 

Releasedate: 04.08.2015 

 

On "World In Decay", Fallen Angels from Seattle present us Thrash Metal like fans of the genre know it from the 

eighties. Dirty, rough and with flippant vocals. The information sheet lists many giants of the genre who left their 

influence there, and as far as I am concerned, bands like King Diamond and Iron Maiden are most likely to come into 

my mind while I am listening to the album. 

 

Concerning the riffing, the drums as well as bass and vocals there is nothing to complain about; everything is exactly 

realized how it is necessary to emphasize the old school touch in the right way. The guitars are shred properly, the 

drums are galloping through the song and the bass is coming into it's own discreetly but unmistakably. The slightly 

modern touch is provided through the mix, which is more of a benefit than a disadvantage for the overall 

impression. 

Variety, for example as solos or short quieter parts, is provided sufficiently, so that nobody can feel bored. Also one 

considerably hears that these guys really have fun with what they are doing here.  

 

Conclusion: 

"World In Decay" from Fallen Angels is a solid Thrash album that flies the old school flag, appears quite homogenous 

and renounces experiments. It does not burst with innovation, but who needs things like these if one is served with a 

proper album that reminds of the "good old times"? 

 

Rating 7/10 

 

Recommendations: Nightmare Master, Fire At Eden's Gate 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Fallen-Angels-Thrash-Band/336737539688752 

 

Lineup: 

 

Bradzilla – Vocals 

Matt Be Roth – Guitars 

Erik Hanson – Guitars 

Carl Larson – Bass 

Steve Spitzbart - Drums 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. The Hamers Blow 

02. Nightmare Master 

03. Forsaken Existence 

04. Leading The Blind 

05. Fire At Eden's Gate 

06. Into The Abyss 

07. The Hour Of The Time 

08. Mortis Ex Machina 

09. Untitled 

 

Author: Thomas / Translator: Sebbi 


